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Paul Linsell battled and suffered with chronic sleep maintenance insomnia for over 30 years. He
tried just about every cure you can possibly imagine. Everything, from consultations with top
sleep specialists, various prescription drugs, hypnotherapy, acupuncture and a plethora of non-
prescription and herbal remedies. All of which not only failed to fix his sleep but also cost in
excess of £10,000. He even had a full-blown sleep analysis conducted, but would always seem
to be in minority of people for which the ‘tried-and-tested’ treatments didn’t work.So several
years back, during some particularly dark and challenging times from lack of sleep, Paul started
to systematically track and note down all the things that he tried and whether they’d had any
effect, positive or negative. And he did eventually find some lasting improvements, which is why
he eventually wrote this book. He finally discovered how to get much better sleep and altogether
better life experience.Paul has made the book as practical as possible. He covers all the things
he tried and most importantly he provides guidance on exactly what worked for me, and why. He
also covers lots of details on coping with broken sleep and how to get back to sleep when
waking in the night.

From the reviews of the second edition:"The authors have gathered a number of specialists in
the field of osteoporosis to give us a general review of the latest clinical knowledge. … This book
is of great value for every clinician dealing with osteoporosis in adults." (N. Allington, Acta
Orthopædica Belgica, Vol. 71 (2), 2005)"During the last 20 years, considerable progress has
been made in the knowledge of osteoporosis in diagnosis as well as in treatment, be it
preventive or curative. P. Geusens, P. N. Sambrook and R. Lindsay offer us a comprehensive
analysis of the subject in their second edition of Osteoporosis in Clinical Practice." (L. Balabaud,
European Journal of Orthopaedic Surgery & Traumatology, Vol. 16, 2006)--This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Copyright © 2021 Paul Linsell. All rights reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording, or by information storage and retrieval systems, without the written permission of the
author.The Long Road to Sleepinfo@longroadtosleep.com3rd EditionApril 2021The author of
this material makes no medical claims for its use. This material is not intended to treat, diagnose
nor cure any illness. If you need medical attention, please consult your doctor. This book is not
intended as a substitute for the medical advice of physicians. The reader should regularly
consult a physician in matters relating to his/her health and particularly with respect to any
symptoms that may require diagnosis or medical attention.You must consult your doctor or
health care professional before making any changes to the prescribed medicine you are taking.
If you are pregnant or nursing, or if you are elderly, or if you have a chronic or recurring condition
other than insomnia, I highly recommend you contact your doctor before embarking on any
suggestions or ideas provided in this book.Any application of the techniques, ideas, and
suggestions here are at the reader’s sole discretion and risk. The author expressly disclaims
responsibility for any adverse effects from following this advice.No responsibility or liability is
assumed by the author for any injury, damage or financial loss sustained to person or property
from the use of this information, personal or otherwise, either directly or indirectly. While every
effort has been made to ensure reliability and accuracy of the information within, all liability,
negligence or otherwise, from any use, misuse or abuse of the operation of any methods,
strategies, instructions or ideas contained in the material herein, is the sole responsibility of the
reader.Although the author has made every effort to ensure that the information in this book was
correct at press time, the author does not assume and hereby disclaim any liability to any party
for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or
omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other cause.The Long Road to SleepHow I
Overcame Decades of Sleep Maintenance InsomniaPaul LinsellContentsThe Long Road to
SleepAcknowledgementsIntroductionChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter
6Chapter 7Chapter 8SummaryBibliographyAcknowledgementsThis book has been born out of
the frustration of dealing with insomnia for so long, and it wouldn’t have been possible without
the support of my family. I’d also like to thank Chris Ashbrook and Harry Linsell for their help with
proof-reading and editing the book.I’d also like to thank Dr. James L. Wilson, Deborah
Maragopoulos MN FNP, Square One Publishers, Inc. and Hammersmith Health Books for
graciously granting me permission to cite excerpts from their books.IntroductionWhen I first
considered writing this book, I thought, who am I to be writing a book about sleep? I’m not a
doctor. I’m not any kind of health care professional. I’m just a regular guy, an ordinary man in the
street. But I have battled and suffered with chronic insomnia for over 30 years. As a result, I know
insomnia very well. I know the despair and desperation. Insomnia is a relentless, unforgiving and
cruel curse. It’s like living with a malicious, fire-breathing dragon permanently perched on your



shoulder, dragging your life down and making everything seem like a herculean effort. It can turn
you into a zombie, dashing any hopes of achieving your life goals. Yet it’s incredibly common in
this stressful modern age and claims many victims, either from fatigue related accidents, or even
suicide.I tried just about every cure you can possibly imagine. You name it, I’ve pretty much tried
it, everything, from consultations with top sleep specialists and a whole range of hopeful
solutions, from prescription drugs to hypnotherapy, to binaural beats and a plethora of non-
prescription and herbal remedies. All of which failed to fix my sleep, and all of which you’ll soon
read about in the following chapters.I also consistently failed with the whole ‘just letting go’ thing
with the psychology of sleep, and how to get off the anxiety merry-go-round. It’s all very sound
advice, usually given in most books about resolving insomnia and in various cognitive behaviour
therapy courses, but it always seemed like I was just trying to fool myself. It was hard to just let
go of the problem when I was feeling so lousy all the time. It was like going along tra la la la la,
there is no insomnia, everything is peachy, just get on with my life and ignore it, it’s all good. But
for me, absolutely nothing changed. I still felt lousy and my sleep was still broken. I don't know,
maybe some people can do that, but I just completely failed at letting go.But, dear reader, – and
this is a massive but – I have, at last, broken the cycle. Finally, I’ve managed to resolve decades
of broken sleep. I found some things that work, when everything else had failed. Now I want to
get the message out there to all you fellow sufferers. There is a small proviso, but it shouldn’t
make any difference. Most books and courses focus predominantly on sleep onset insomnia
(getting to sleep), with little or no focus on sleep maintenance insomnia (sleeping through the
night). Well I’m here to change that, hence my reason for writing this book.My aim with this book
is to make it as practical as possible, with guidance on exactly what I tried, what worked for me,
and why. The book is relatively short as I try to get straight to the point without waffling on too
much. And I’m not going to fill it with pages describing various sleeping problems. So this book
doesn’t cover specific conditions such as obstructive sleep apnoea, upper airway resistance
syndrome, periodic limb movement disorder, restless leg syndrome, narcolepsy, and REM sleep
behaviour disorder. But rather I focus on insomnia - sleep maintenance insomnia in particular.I’m
also not going to subject you to a chapter on why sleep is so important. Every book seems to go
on into great detail about how sleep affects your health and why it’s so important. That’s all very
informative, but for a chronic insomniac, it’s just depressing to read and adds to the stress of the
problem. We know sleep is important. We just want real practical help, help that actually works. If
this is the first book you’ve read about sleep, then I’m genuinely shocked you haven’t read
tonnes more and I’m honoured that you’ve chosen this book - thank you.Chapter 1My StoryAs I
alluded to in the introduction, I know insomnia very well. I know its many shapes and forms and
its insidious nature. I know the despair and dark thoughts that can cloud your mind night after a
torturous night. I know the continual burn behind the eyes and the seemingly never-ending
stream of headaches. It’s like you’re living your life in some kind of minimal power-save-mode
and after decades of poor sleep you eventually get to the point where you no longer fear death.
In fact you await its cold embrace because you might finally be able to get some decent shut-



eye. So, dear reader, you have my genuine sympathy and understanding as a fellow
sufferer.Normal sleepers don’t really understand and probably think it can’t be that bad. They
often make helpful suggestions, such as trying a warm glass of milk before bed, or a chamomile
tea – because things like that help them sleep like a baby. Yeah, like that’s going to magically
cure decades of broken sleep. Or they say how they sleep like a log as soon as their head hits
the pillow. Or they’ll describe how bad their night was last week. Yeah, how awful. Try three solid
decades. But you just don’t have the energy to respond. So you soon learn to keep quiet about
sleep, because the responses are rarely helpful or sympathetic.Imagine you have to catch an
early flight out from Heathrow and you have to get up at like 3am. Now imagine that feeling being
your default, and pretty much continuous life experience. You never ever stop feeling
overwhelmingly tired. That’s probably the best way I can describe it to a normal sleeper. But
even that doesn’t really do it justice, because year after year, you start to get a cumulative
negative effect that impacts your health and well-being.I probably don’t need to say much more
about how bad it can be. I’m sure you bought this book because you’re looking for answers,
which means that just for once I’m preaching to the choir. But allow me a brief moment to
describe my history and the reason for this book, a book that I like to think is different from all the
other sleep books out there, many of which are filled with pages and pages of detailed
information about sleep issues, yet fail to provide an effective answer.I suffered from poor sleep
for more than 30 years. Even in childhood I remember regularly lying awake for ages each night
and just generally didn’t sleep well. I don’t even know when it started. I just know it was a
permanent fixture of my life, with some years being particularly bad. I have never had a problem
getting to sleep; I had trouble staying asleep, usually waking after just a few hours and then
being unable to get back to sleep, sometimes for the rest of the night. Specifically, my problem
has been with ‘Sleep Maintenance,’ a type of insomnia that’s very hard to control, but that many
people suffer from.As I’m sure you’re aware, this can be very deceiving, because while you might
manage to actually fall asleep and sleep for a couple of hours, it’s nowhere near enough. I used
to go bed around 11pm and fall asleep quickly, but would be awake again by around 1 or 2am. I
would then lie awake for about an hour, eventually getting out of bed, so that I could start again,
so to speak. But when I did go back to bed, it was usually very difficult to fall asleep again, and I
was often still awake at 5:30am. Although I was exhausted, sleep just wouldn’t come. I might be
able to nod off again at 6:00am, but it would be more like dozing.I’d need to be up at 7:00am to
do the school run, then go to work, or other commitments. Yet by 9:00am I was feeling ready for
sleep again. Of course, I couldn’t; I had the whole day ahead of me. So with energy levels
crashing, I’d reach for caffeine and sugary snacks to keep me going. But it was never enough.
Sometimes I’d nod off in front of my computer. My head would flop forward and I’d jolt awake.
This would take the edge off the tiredness for a very short time, but I’d usually get a
headache.More often than not, I’d nap in my car during lunch break. Then I’d nap again when I
got home at 5:30pm. I remember being so sleepy some days, I couldn’t even talk properly. I
struggled to form words. It was almost like being drunk. And I couldn’t remember things that



people had said to me. Brain fog was a constant problem. Basically, I was struggling to get
through each day.Over the years, I spent well over £10,000 on specialist consultants, various
therapies and treatments, not to mention all manner of pills and herbal remedies, most of which
had no effect whatsoever, either positive or negative. I’m sure they must have been doing
something, but I simply didn’t notice any effect. I would always seem to be in minority of people
for which the ‘tried-and-tested’ treatments didn’t work. I’d read the reviews of yet another product
on Ebook Library, with many people saying they slept so much better. And so I’d eagerly try
another product which had had good reviews. But sadly, 9 times out of 10 it would have
absolutely no effect... nothing, zip, nada. I’m not just talking about trying it one night and giving
up. I mean sticking religiously with the whole course for several weeks. I’d be looking at the
product, thinking, well that was another waste money, and wondering, what the hell is actually
wrong with me? Even specialist sleep consultants admitted that my type of insomnia is one of
the hardest to treat, at which point they’d reach for the prescription pad.I’d read book after book
about sleep and, again did everything they suggest, even buying the products they
recommended. But alas, I only ever seem to achieve very limited improvements, if any. But all
the books I’ve found seem to focus predominantly on sleep onset insomnia, where getting to
sleep when first going to bed is the issue, with little or no mention of dealing specifically with
sleep maintenance insomnia, where staying asleep is the issue.I’ve even had a full-blown sleep
analysis conducted, which, in itself is stressful – and it didn’t help. Unfortunately all the
equipment and wires stuck to me wasn’t exactly conducive to sleep, so my night was even worse
than usual and not typical to how I’d usually sleep. That the results showed I only slept a little,
didn’t really help, and in my particular case, only told me what I already knew.I’ve been to see my
GP on several occasions, but having already tried, or already doing everything they’d suggested,
they would inevitably print off a prescription for prescription-only medication. The different drugs
I was prescribed did actually have an effect – for a while. But ultimately ended up making things
worse, which I’ll get onto later in the book.So several years back, during some particularly dark
and challenging times from lack of sleep, I started to systematically track and note down all the
things that I’d tried and whether they’d had any effect, positive or negative. And I did eventually
find some lasting improvements, which is why I wrote this book. I finally discovered how to get
much better sleep and altogether better life experience. This curse really can be conquered and
the dragon eventually tamed. It never quite goes away completely, and does try to rear its ugly
head from time to time, given half the chance, but it can be improved to the point where it’s no
longer life-destroying, but rather life-energising.Keeping TrackMy sleep was always very
variable, one night I might only get 3-hours sleep and then the next night I’d get 5-hours, but I’d
very rarely get 6-hours, for example:This kind of limited, erratic sleep is fine if it’s for a short
period of time, but my challenge was living with this amount of sleep for the rest of my life. It is
certainly survivable and may even be enough for some people, but didn’t seem like nearly
enough for me, as you can probably tell from my introduction. Your lack of sleep may be a lot
worse than mine was. If so, I sincerely sympathise with your plight and I really hope this book



can help.Nowadays, I’m consistently above 6 and half hours and usually get around 7 hours
sleep, which is worlds apart from where I was, and is literally like getting my life back.
Realistically based on my long history of sleep problems I probably can’t achieve even better
sleep than this. The elusive 8 hours may be beyond what I’m capable of. But the important thing
is that I’m consistently sleeping much better than ever before and most importantly feel so much
better.In terms of sleep tracking, I’ve been using the Apple Beddit 3 Sleep Monitoring device ()
and the accompanying smart phone app to track my sleep. I've tried a number of different
devices and apps over the years and have found the Beddit 3 device to be pretty accurate at
tracking sleep and it’s completely unnoticeable, which is important. I just go to bed as normal
and the app starts tracking automatically without me having to do anything. I don't feel the device
is there on the mattress, no matter how much I move around or which position I sleep in. Here's
an example snapshot with annotations:Just to reiterate before we begin... I am not a doctor. I am
not a sleep specialist. I’m not any kind of healthcare professional and I have absolutely no
medical related training whatsoever. This book is in no way a substitute for real professional
medical help, particularly if it’s likely you have sleep apnoea, or some other physical related
problem. The aim of this book is purely to share my own personal experience in battling decades
of sleep maintenance insomnia and to provide a step by step guide as to what worked for me. I
can only give you anecdotal evidence of what worked for me, with absolutely no scientific rigour
whatsoever. But I’ve tried many 100s of different things and spent many thousands, so I
sincerely hope that some of the things that have helped me, can also provide improvements for
you.Chapter 2MedicationMany of the books on sleep cover in great detail the prescription drugs
and over-the-counter medication you can buy, all of which make wild claims to help you sleep. It
still annoys me to see these products advertised on television, as if they’ve finally found a cure
for insomnia, when in truth, they’re no more effective than a cup of warm milk. Over the years,
I’ve tried many of these, and because none of them provided an answer, I feel that I should cover
them in this book.The sections below lists all the various products, supplements, herbal
remedies, pills, treatments and other related things I’ve tried in order to help improve the quality
and length of my sleep, the vast majority of which had little or not affect.Prescription
MedicationAmitriptyline 10mgMy GP prescribed Amitriptyline. I started taking 1 tablet each
evening at around 9:00pm, which is about 2 hours before I sleep. Taking 1 Amitriptyline 10mg
tablet worked well for me initially, and I was able to get approximately 1 hour extra sleep each
night, which made a big difference to me. However, after 20 days my body built up a tolerance
and the tablets were no longer effective.I didn’t want to risk taking a higher dose of Amitriptyline
because of the alarming list of side-effects, and because I’d probably just build up a tolerance
again, and then need yet a higher dose.Common side-effects of Amitriptyline can include things
such as: constipation, diarrhea; nausea, vomiting, upset stomach; mouth pain, unusual taste,
black tongue; appetite or weight changes; urinating less than usual; itching or rash; breast
swelling (in men or women); decreased sex drive, impotence, or difficulty having an orgasm!
Thankfully, just taking 1 tablet didn’t cause any noticeable side effects for me. The big problem



was that my sleep became worse than it was originally when I stopped the medication. As
Amitriptyline only offers very limited relief, I wouldn’t recommend getting sucked into trying it, at
least until you’ve thoroughly tried all the recommendations in this book.Mirtazapine
orodispersible 7.5mgI was prescribed Mirtazapine after an initial consultation with a private
London based sleep specialist. Rather worryingly, this was his first suggestion before trying
anything else. I only took 1/2 tablet (7.5mg) each evening at around 10:00pm, which is about 1
hour before I sleep.I did notice some improved sleep initially, but as with the Amitriptyline, my
body soon built up a tolerance (albeit for the relatively low dose). I also experienced some
restless leg type side effects when going to bed, and sometimes felt a little dizzy and nauseous
the next day. The Magnesium body spray mentioned below helped to prevent the restless leg
type side effects. But, as with the Amitriptyline, I’d recommend steering clear of prescription
medication until thoroughly trying the other recommendations.Trazodone 50mg capsulesAfter
Mirtazapine failed to live up to its promise in my particular case, the sleep consultant then asked
me to stop the Mirtazapine for 5 days and switch to trying Trazodone. Unfortunately I didn't
notice any improvement to my sleep, but seemed to get more headaches while on Trazodone.All
the chopping and changing of prescription medications generally had a negative effect and set
my sleep back to being worse than it was originally. In hindsight, I’d steer clear of prescription
medication for sleep.Non-prescription Pills, Herbal Remedies and Other ProductsDreamy Night
Time DrinkZero improvement in sleep. No noticeable effect.Horlicks Original Malt DrinkZero
improvement in sleep. No noticeable effect.Twinings Pure Camomile TeaZero improvement in
sleep. No noticeable effect.Kava Kava Liquid Drops 500mg (2oz) 60mlAccording to the
Wikipedia page about Kava (June 2020):“The root of the plant is used to produce a drink with
sedative, anesthetic, and euphoriant properties. Its active ingredients are called kavalactones. A
systematic review done by the British nonprofit Cochrane concluded it was likely to be more
effective than placebo at treating short-term anxiety.”I tried the liquid drops every day for 3
weeks. I mixed 30 drops into a small glass of water each morning and each evening before bed.
The taste was slightly odd, but not unpleasant. Unfortunately, I didn’t notice any improvement in
my sleep. However I did seem to have vivid dreams after taking Kava Kava, which is interesting
as I rarely seem to dream, or rarely remember having dreams.
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Jeremy, “A great personal experience story from a long-term insomniac. I bought "Sleep
Smarter" and this book together. Sleep Smarter gives you the sleep science and many
techniques to resolve your problems, but Paul Linsell's book gives you a real case study in sleep
Maintenance (note that word) insomnia, and has useful personal tips to give. If you have long-
term unresolved problems, I recommend this read.”

The book by Paul Linsell has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 4 people have provided feedback.
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